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The year started well with a newly appointed Salary & Conditions Board (SCB) consisting of Paul Hoy 
as chair, Peter Arnett as the employer nominee and Julie Ryan attended the first meeting as an 
observer (late 2013). Following the ratification of Vin Feeney as the PAVCSS nominee to the 
committee,  Vin duly resigned from LPUC to ensure that there was no conflict of interest. We need 
to acknowledge and thank Vin for his many years of commitment to LPUC and his willingness now to 
work with LPUC and the SCB.  
The focus of the year has been the process to gain a new Determination with an overview as follows 
: 
 
3/3/14 : I wrote to Paul Hoy introducing myself and LPUC and sought 

• A full copy of the Mercers report 
• Future meeting dates 
• The ability to make formal submissions 
• An outline of intended process. 

 
14/03/14  : Paul responded : 

• Inviting LPUC to make submissions 
• inviting LPUC to comment on the new constitution 
•  Indicating that the Mercers Report was still under consideration by SCB , but that we could 

expect judicious transparency. 
• Inviting LPUC to attend a meeting on March 21. 

 
25/03 /14: LPUC responded with 

• Suggested changes to the constitution around processes of appointment 
• A submission prepared with support from Charles Power from Holding Redlich 

The submission sought amongst other things 
 Salary increases as discussed last year 
 Increased range of Flexible benefits  
 Expansion of Complexity Criteria 
 Expansion of salary range for supersized schools 
 Expansion of relocation costs 
 Relativities of DP and Principal scales. 

• We also declined an invitation to attend a meeting until we had some indication as 
to what  the Mercers Report contained. 

 
LPUC then spent April and May preparing our case by collecting data around variations in current 
Principal conditions.  
 
On May 21st we ( April and Phil) were invited to a consultation meeting with then SCB at which we 
were presented with data which essentially compared the Total Remuneration Package of Principals 
in DCEED schools with Catholic School Principals. This process included calculations around : salary, 
flexible benefit, car, superannuation, leave loading etc. Although we responded initially we sought 



the ability to formally respond. We were not given a copy of the Mercers report, but told the 
recommendations that the SCB would accept. A similar consultation was held with employer groups 
(representatives from each diocese and Catholic Religious Victoria (CRV)).  
 
In the week following I attended a long meeting with John Jordan to clarify and work through the 
salary scales in some detail. 
 
29/05/14 LPUC responded to SCB accepting some of the concepts in their proposal namely : 

• Maintaining salary scales according to College budget as a concept 
• Maintaining current arrangements for the Principal’s car 
• Including flexible benefits within the salary scales 
• Maintaining current arrangements for superannuation. 

We also sought further consideration of the salary scales with attention to be paid to the scale called 
“Executive Class of Principal” which we believed better reflected our responsibility and loss of tenure 
than the scales that were suggested. 
We also sought further consideration for: 

• A new salary scale for schools with budgets over $20 million & $25 million 
• The abolition of level 6 
• An allowance to recognise the experience of Principals in second and further 

contracts 
• Relocation Expenses 

 
04/06/14 LPUC again met with the SCB to discuss our response and confirm our position. We were 
asked to support our proposals with data 
 
At that time LPUC then further surveyed Principals about Deputy Principals’ conditions to support 
our proposals about the real relativities of DP and Principal scales as many Deputies have cars and 
other benefits.  
 
06/06/14 LPUC again wrote to the SCB reiterating our belief about DP packages and we provided 
two papers on the Longevity of Principals and Principal Performance to support our pay claims to the 
Executive class. 
 
On the 22nd August we were provided with a strictly in confidence  Discussion Paper (55 pages) 
around Salary and other conditions ( enrichment leave, car, complexity allowance, salary 
maintenance, contract templates) for a meeting on the 2nd September. We understood that the 
same document had been sent to employers and all members of CRV (approx. 30 (people) 
 
The following week April and I again met with John Jordan and Kate Roberts to seek clarification on 
many of the issues before we met with the SCB. 
We sought permission to share this document with 4 Principals so that they could have individual 
conversations with their respective Diocesan Directors. 
 
Thank you to Paul Desmond, David Leslie, Matthew Byrne and Mark Sheehan for engaging in the 
process and helping us to ensure that the Directors heard our voice.  
 
On the 29th August John provided us with Draft contracts and a draft LPUC document for the 
meeting of 2nd September 
 
On the 1st September John Provided us a response sheet which was to be used on the 2nd 
September. 
02/09/14 LPUC again met with SCB to move through the discussion paper and reaffirm our position 
on a number of items. 



 
09/09/14 LPUC again wrote to SCB to highlight what we believed to be issues around change of 
process and to reiterate our believe about : 

• Motor Vehicles 
• Salary Creep 
• Recognition of experience  
• The principles of Attract, Reward and Retain. 
• Large schools 
• Relocation expenses 
• Enrichment leave 
• Principal Well Being 

 
 
We understand that the SCB has made its recommendations to the CECV and that the CECV has 
discussed it at least twice. 
 
LPUC (April and I) have been invited to a briefing session by the SCB on Monday 17th November. We 
expect to be shown the paper that the SCB recommended to the CECV. We will attend that meeting 
with representatives from the employer group and from CRV.  
 
I would expect a new determination (under a new name) to be handed down shortly after that. 
 
Please understand that whilst I have not included an account of every document written or every 
meeting held, I hope I have included enough so that you get a sense of the process we have 
undertaken on your behalf. 
 
This year has taught us that there is a huge amount of work to be done between now and the 
expected next Determination in 2016 as it has already been suggested to us that many of our 
conditions will be examined. 
 
Besides all of the above as the chair of LPUC I have been available to help a number of Principals 
with contractual and pay issues this year and have been happy to help where I can. 
 
Please consider joining the LPUC subcommittee in 2015 as we farewell long serving members in Paul 
Desmond and Vin Feeney our numbers are diminishing.  
 
Finally a huge vote of thanks to April Honeyman for all her work, for her ability to change the tone of 
my letters which can sometimes be a bit “short” and for all the times that she listened to me. 
 
 
Philip Morison 
Chair LPUC.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


